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Abstract— A planar current sensor, comprised of a magnetic current
transformer and a Hall-effect element, is presented. The sensor has a
broad frequency bandwidth from DC up to 30 MHz, a high current
rating (40 A DC), superior linearity, high EMI immunity, small size,
robustness and low realization cost. The main design formulations are
given analytically; simulations and finite element results are presented
for verification. Experimental results of current step response and dv/dt
immunity are included.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Industrial electronic equipments for measurement [1], control [2],
protection [3] and diagnostics [4] often require high-performance
current sensors with features such as:
1) wide frequency bandwidth;
2) high current rating;
3) high dv/dt immunity;
4) linearity and stability with temperature variations;
5) compatibility with integration processes;
6) low realization effort and low cost.
The types of current sensors that have appeared in recent publications
were based on numerous different physical effects, for instance magnetic coupling [5]–[7], magneto resistance [8], [9], Faraday induction
[10], Hall effect [11] and zero flux [12]. However, as some recent
comparative studies have shown [13]–[16], none of these sensors have
really met all the requirements above listed in one device. A large
bandwidth from DC [17] to several MHz has been the most difficult
objective, but is also one of the most crucial characteristics for
modern current controlled converters having switching frequencies
up to 1 MHz and fast dynamics [18], [19]. Accuracy and low-cost of
the sensing device are important requirements for current controlled
converters. They are particularly crucial for direct pulsewidth modulation, such as hysteresis and direct power control, or for current
sensor-based active ripple filters [20]. To circumvent these issues,
many sensorless control techniques for converters and drives have
been developed over recent years [21]. Another important aspect is
the immunity of the sensor against external fields. For instance, a
current sensor that is physically located near a SiC J-FET, can be
affected severely by dv/dt transients up to several tens of kV/µs
[22]. The parasitic coupling associated with the sensor itself can
couple these transients into the sensing part causing distortion in the
output. The sensor presented herein uses a planar current transformer
(CT) as the main sensing device. For a high upper bandwidth limit the
parasitic capacitance and leakage inductance must be small [23]. The
number of turns on the sensing coil can therefore be reduced, which
also decreases the value of the magnetizing inductance (cf. Lm1 in
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Fig. 1. Current sensors technologies based on magnetic core: (a) open-loop,
(b) closed loop, (c) current transformer and (d) the proposed current sensor.

Fig. 5), thus providing some advantages [20]. The realization cost
is lower for a planar transformer rather than a wire wound device.
The drawback of this solution is that the lower corner frequency
increases with fewer turns. This also happens when core materials
with low permeability, a gapped or core-less transformers are used.
Therefore, in order to extend the bandwidth to DC while keeping the
advantages at high frequency, another device able to sense the DC and
low frequency part of the measured signal can be combined with the
CT. The technique of matching the frequency characteristics of two
sensing devices for broad band current sensing from DC to several
MHz has already been proposed in literature [5], [11], [24]–[26]. The
proposed sensor features a Hall-effect based element for performing
the low frequency current sensing. There are at least three well known
architectures for combining a Hall-effect sensor and a magnetic core:
1) open loop;
2) closed loop;
3) a combination of open loop and CT.
For all three the Hall element is physically inserted into a gapped
magnetic structure (cf. Fig. 1 a, b, d). A detailed description of each
architecture is given in [13]. Closed loop devices are most common
and operate on the principle of compensating the low frequency flux
in the core with a feedback from a DC to low frequency sensor [25],
[27], which is typically a Hall element. Since the magnetic core for
a closed loop transducer operates at zero-flux, the operating point

of the sensor is also around the zero flux crossing. It is therefore
unnecessary for the DC to low frequency sensor to be linear.
The proposed transducer uses a linear Hall element for sensing the
current components from DC up to the lower corner frequency of the
planar CT. The measured current signal is provided by the sum of the
output signal of the Hall element and the CT (cf. Fig. 1d). Contrary to
the closed loop technology, the proposed solution is passive and does
not require feedback or process electronics. As described in detail in
the following sections, the matching between the Hall element and the
CT is provided without electronics stage, which is usually required
for instance in [5]. The paper presents a planar prototype of the CT
that is an improvement of a previous toroidal device [23]. It has
been empirically verified that the main characteristics of DC-planar
CT are:
1) frequency bandwidth from DC up to 30 MHz;
2) 40 A (DC) current rating;
3) high dv/dt immunity;
4) thermal stability (linear behavior under temperature variations);
5) compact planar transformer with a multilayer PCB winding;
6) low realization cost.
II. M AGNETIC S YSTEM M ODEL
The functioning of the sensor is dependent on two quantities: the
magnetic flux ϕ within the core, that drives the Hall-effect element,
and the output voltage uL of the current transformer (cf. Fig. 3). The
time dependence of ϕ and uL can be analytically derived considering
the equivalent model of the system depicted in Fig. 4. The model
is based on the permeance-capacitance analogy. The magnetic and
the electric circuits are coupled by Tellegen gyrators [23], [28].
This model presents numerous advantages: it allows implementation
of frequency dependent components and complex permeability and
allows access to the flux rate ξ and the magnetomotive force (MMF)
ψ. Furthermore, since a resistance element in the permeance model
represents magnetic losses (unlike the conventional magnetic reluctance model where resistance represents energy storage), core losses
could be also extracted using this method.
In a previous work a HF permeance-model of the CT was presented
[23]. Here, since the matching between the transfer functions (TF) of
the two sensor components occurs in the kHz range, a low frequency
model of the transformer is suitable for analyzing the proposed signal
matching. Accordingly, skin and proximity effects in the windings,
rotational magnetic losses and the secondary winding self capacitance
are neglected.
The permeance model (cf. Fig. 2) is constructed defining the permeance, Λ in henries per turn square as
Λ=

dϕ
dψ
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Sketch of a current transformer.
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and can be written as
C=

(2)

dq
.
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(3)

From (1) and (3) it follows that the MMF ψ in ampere is used
analogous to the voltage v, whereas the induced e.m.f. (electro motive
force),
dϕ
(4)
ξ=
dt
is used analogous to the electrical current:
i=

dq
.
dt

(5)

The relation between the MMF ψ and the magnetic flux ϕ in a
magnetic system can be therefore written in analogy to (2):
dψ
dϕ
=Λ
dt
dt

(6)

The magnetic and electric circuits are then coupled by a Tellegen
gyrator,
v = Nξ
(7)

ψ = Ni

where i and v are the current and voltage at the winding terminals,
N the number of turns, ξ the induced voltage per turn and ψ the
MMF.
Fig. 3 depicts a sketch of a current transformer comprised of N1
and N2 primary and secondary turns of resistance R1 and R2 ,
respectively, a load resistor RL , and a gapped magnetic core, of
air-gap δ, cross sectional area A and flux pathlength l in the core.

where ϕ and ψ are the magnetic flux and MMF, respectively. The
relation between charge q and voltage v across a capacitor is given
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Fig. 2.
Coupling between electrical and magnetic circuits using the
permeance-capacitance analogy.
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Equivalent model of a transformer based on the permeancecapacitance analogy.
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According to the transformer equivalent model shown in Fig. 4, the
equations of the electric loops, considering (4) and (6), are:
dϕ1
u1 = R 1 i1 + N 1
dt
dϕ2
u2 = R 2 i2 + N 2
dt
whereas the relations associated to the magnetic circuit are
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Equivalent electric circuit of a current transformer.

(9)
and, analogous to (13), the leakage, magnetizing, mutual, and selfinductances of the secondary winding can be defined as follows:

and
ϕσ1 = Λσ1 N1 i1
ϕσ2 = Λσ2 N2 i2
“ Λ Λ ”
m g
ϕ=
(N1 i1 − N2 i2 ).
Λm + Λ g

Lσ2 = Λσ2 N22
(10)

The primary and secondary leakage fluxes, ϕσ1 and ϕσ2 , are dependent on the permeances Λσ1 and Λσ2 of the leakage paths whereas
the magnetizing flux ϕ is proportional to the resultant MMF and to
the permeance of the air gap Λg which is much smaller that the core
permeance Λm ,
µ0 µr A
µ0 A
<<
= Λm
(11)
δ
l
where µ0 and µr air and core permeability, respectively. By substituting (9) and (10) in (8) and considering (11), the primary voltage
u1 is given by
Λg =

dϕσ1
dϕ
+ N1
dt
dt
di2
di1
di1
= R1 i1 + Λσ1 N12
+ Λg N12
− Λ g N1 N2
dt
dt
dt

u1 = R 1 i1 + N 1

(12)

where
Lσ1 = Λσ1 N12
Lm1 = Λg N12
M = Λ g N1 N2
L1 = Lσ1 + Lm1

(13)

are leakage, magnetizing, mutual, and self- inductances, respectively,
of the primary winding. L1 and M can be measured, Lm1 can
be calculated and Lσ1 can be derived. These parameters can be
determined by means of the well known open-circuit and short-circuit
tests [29]. Equation (12) can be further arranged as follows
di1
d
N2
i2 )
+ Lm1 (i1 −
dt
dt
N1
di1
dim1
= R1 i1 + Lσ1
+ Lm1
(14)
dt
dt
which corresponds to the primary side of the electrical circuit in
Fig. 5. There, the currents i02 and im1 are defined respectively as:
u1 = R1 i1 + Lσ1

i02 =

L

im1
u1

ϕ1 = ϕσ1 + ϕ
ϕ2 = ϕσ2 − ϕ

R1

N2
i2
N1

im1 = i1 − i02

(15)
(16)

In a similar fashion, the output voltage u2 can be written from (8)
and (9) as
u2 = R 2 i2 + N 2

dϕσ2
dϕ
− N2
dt
dt

(17)

Lm2 = Λg N22
M = Λ g N2 N1
L2 = Lσ2 + Lm2 .

(18)

The e.m.f. e2 induced in the secondary by the mutual flux ϕ, is
defined as
dϕ
e2 = N 2
(19)
dt
and it drives the secondary current i2 . The e.m.f. e1 induced across
the primary winding is similarly given by
dϕ
dt
dim1
= Lm1
dt
and it is related to e2 through the transformer ratio:
e1 = N 1

N2
e2
=
.
e1
N1

(20)

(21)

This latter and (15) constitute the equations of an ideal transformer,
i.e. core permeability µr infinite and magnetic flux ϕ zero. The (17)
can be written as
di2
e2 = R2 i2 + Lσ2
− u2
(22)
dt
Let define RL and uL as the load resistor and load voltage:
uL = R L i2
= −u2 .

(23)

Considering (16), (20), (21) and (23), it follows
N2 “
d
N2 ”
di2
Lm1 (i1 −
i2 ) = R2 i2 + Lσ2
+ uL
N1
dt
N1
dt
di2
di2
di1
− Lm2
= R2 i2 + Lσ2
+ RL i2
M
dt
dt
dt
di1
di2
M
= R2 i2 + L 2
+ RL i2
(24)
dt
dt
Using the Laplace transform, where s indicates the Laplace operator,
from (24) the ratio between primary and secondary currents is then
provided by:
sM
I2
=
I1
R2 + RL + sL2
N1
sLm2
=
N2 R2 + RL + sL2
Lm2
N1 s R2 +RL
=
.
2
N2 1 + s R L+R
2
L

(25)

III. P RINCIPLE OF O PERATION
A. Ideal Sensor
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L2 ≈ Lm2

and, if the winding resistance R2 is negligible with respect to the
load resistor RL , then the time constant associated with the secondary
winding assumes the form:
τ =

UH

kH

L2
.
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I1

~

UH
H

+

1
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Accordingly, the current ratio (25) can be written as

1
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Fig. 7. Block diagrams explaining the functioning of the proposed current
sensor when kH = kL : a) ideal and b) real operating.

I2
N1 sτ
=
.
I1
N2 1 + sτ

(28)

The expression of the flux ϕ in the frequency domain is obtained
from (10), (11) and (28):

On the other side, the TF of the current transformer UL /I1 is derived
by (23) and (25):

Φ = Λg (N1 I1 − N2 I2 )
“
N 2 I2 ”
I1
= N 1 Λg 1 −
N I
“ 1 1” 1
I1 .
= N 1 Λg
1 + sτ

UL
RL sτ
=
I1
N2 1 + sτ
sτ
= kL
.
1 + sτ

(29)

The Hall-effect element measures the DC to low frequency components of the current i1 . It uses the magnetic flux density B, defined
as
Φ
B=
(30)
A
generated by the current i1 , to deflect an internal current flowing
through a conductor, thus developing a transversal potential. The
output voltage signal of the Hall-effect element UH is proportional
to B through the sensitivity SHall , measured in V/T, and is given by
(31)

UH = SHall B.

The TF of the Hall captor UH /I1 can finally be derived by
substituting (11), (29) and (30) in (31) and assuming N1 =1:
“ 1 ”
µ0
UH
=
SHall
I1
δ
1 + sτ
“ 1 ”
.
(32)
= kH
1 + sτ

(33)

Let observe that (32) is a low pass function and the (33) a high pass
function having the same corner frequency as depicted in Fig. 6.
In the proposed current sensor the output signal is provided by
(34)

Uout = UL + UH

and these voltages are summed without using process electronics (cf.
Fig. 1d). If the gain values of the sensor components are designed to
be equal, then the overall transfer function of the sensor, provided by
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Fig. 6. Resulting transfer function of the proposed transducer. The matching
between the two sensors is achieved by using an opportune value of the
transformer’s load resistor RL (36).

b)

Fig. 8. Sensor components that contribute to the formation of the current step;
operating principle according to Fig. 7b. The sum between the Hall captor and
the CT output signals does not reproduce properly the step because τ H ≈ τ :
a) simulation and b) measurement.

RL
µ0
≡
SHall
N2
δ

(35)

If the parameters N2 , SHall and δ have already been selected, then
the value of the load resistance RL has to be chosen such that:
N2 µ0 SHall
[Ω]
(36)
δ
In Fig. 7a the block diagram that explains the functioning of the
sensor is shown. There, a quantity proportional to the flux Φ̃ drives
both the Hall-effect element and the current transformer, whose
output signals, UH and UL , are summed to provide in output a
constant gain equal to
RL =

Uout = kL I1 .

(37)

B. Real Sensor
The ideal functioning of the sensor has been derived under the
assumption of constant sensitivity of the Hall captor (31). Actually,
the Hall sensor is better characterized by a low pass function as:
UH =

SHall
B.
1 + sτH

(38)

where τH is the time constant of the device. The block diagram that
describes the real functioning of the sensor is depicted in Fig. 7b. If
the Hall element corner frequency fH ,
fH =

1
2πτH

(39)

is at least one decade larger than the CT’s lower corner frequency f
given by
δ
RL
1
=
(40)
f =
2πτ
2π µ0 N22 A

20

15

f [kHz]

the sum of (32) and (33) is a flat response over the entire frequency
band (cf. Fig. 6). Constraining the gain of each of the two transfer
functions to be equal in value yields
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Fig. 9. Dependency of the planar CTs’ lower corner frequency f on the
number N2 of secondary turns for different ELP cores.

IV. R EALIZATION OF THE P ROTOTYPE
A toroidal prototype of the proposed current sensor was shown
in [23]. The device was made out of a toroidal gapped magnetic
core and a Hall element positioned in the air gap. An electric screen
between the primary was used to split the interwinding capacitance
and to decrease the value of the leakage inductance [30]. The choice
of the planar shape rather than the toroidal one leads to a significative
improvement of the frequency behavior of the device and brings with
it the following advantages while still retaining all the features of the
toroidal prototype:
1) higher frequency bandwidth;
2) a low profile;
3) an embedded primary conductor in the component, and better
control over parasitics;
4) better manufacturability;
5) the ability to integrate all the main parts, i.e. windings, EM
screens, process electronics into a compact and mechanically
robust device.

such that the condition
fH >> f

(41)

is verified, then matching between the output signals of Hall element
and CT occurs correctly. Equation (41) ensures that the Hall-element
operates in the linear part of its characteristic curve and that no further
attenuation occurs by the matching point.
In case
τH ≈ τ
(42)
a)

then the Hall captor output signal is affected by delay, as shown in
the simulation in Fig. 8a and in the measurement Fig. 8b, and the sum
between the signal components of Hall and CT does not reproduce
properly the current step. Therefore, the values of RL and L2 must be
selected carefully to obtain a corner frequency f sufficiently smaller
than fH .
Moreover, the parameters Lσ2 and R2 affect the real operating of
the sensor and it is opportune to include them in design and model.
Although a planar transformer shows a smaller leakage inductance
than a toroidal device, the Lσ2 plays in increasing role at high
frequency and it determines with the winding self capacitance C
the upper bandwidth limit of the transformer. The value of winding
resistance R2 is dependent on the cross-section of the secondary
turns; although a compact secondary coil is desirable to obtain a
small device, a larger wire cross section ensures a lower winding
resistance, hence a lower corner frequency f , (25).

b)

Fig. 10. Magnetic flux lines distribution within the core for a frequency of
1 kHz. This frequency corresponds to the end of the operating region of the
Hall element and the beginning of the transformer’s. It is important that the
flux lines link the Hall element and remain within the air gap. Therefore the
solution (a) of having the air gap far from the winding-PCB layer is more
convenient that having the air gap aligned with the winding PCB (b).

Fig. 11. Photograph of the proposed DC planar-CT featuring a planar ELP18
core.

With these aims in mind, a planar magnetic core in combination
with an eight-layers PCB was built: four layers host the secondary
coil of 45 turns, one layer for the primary, one for the output stage
electronics, and the remaining two layers for ground plane and screen.
The core consists of two E-cores with an air gap of 1.4 mm. In
order to design a sufficiently compact planar prototype, the smallest
commercial ELP ferrite cores were selected [31]. They are ELP14,

a)

b)
Fig. 12. (a) Current step response where the sensors are respectively: Ch. 1
Shunt LEM 25/10, Ch. 3 Tektronix A6312 Probe, Ch. 4 proposed DC planarCT current sensor. Vertical scale 5 A/div, time scale 50 µ s/div. In (b) the Hall
sensor signal is not present; only the planar current transformer is sensing.

ELP18 and ELP22. To reduce the parasitics associated with the
windings and to decrease the number of layers of the PCB, the
number of secondary turns was selected to be the minimum possible
for proper sensor operation.
For this aim, the value of the the corner frequency f has been
calculated as a function of the number N2 of secondary turns for
four different planar cores. The results of the calculations are shown
in the curves of Fig. 9. Since a sufficient large value of the inductance
L2 is desired in order to fulfill (41), the solution of taking two ELP14
cores has also been considered. An Allegro A3515 Hall element [32]
was chosen for its linear characteristic up to 30 kHz. Therefore only
two cores, ELP18 and ELP22, with a number of turns larger than
40 fulfill (41) and present lower corner frequencies below 5 kHz.
Moreover, it is important that the flux lines link the Hall element
and remain within the cross-section of the air gap until the CT start
working within the linear part of its frequency characteristic: this has
been verified by FEM simulations shown in Fig. 10.
On the basis of these considerations, 18 different prototypes were
built, with different combinations of winding strategies and layers
arrangements. A photograph of the proposed DC planar-CT that
features a ELP18 planar core is shown in Fig. 11.

a)

b)
Fig. 13. Current step response where the sensors are respectively: Ch. 1
Shunt LEM 25/10, Ch. 2 proposed DC planar-CT current sensor, Ch. 3 HOKA
sensor [5], Ch. 4 Tektronix A6312. Vertical scale 5 A/div, time scale: (a) 0.5
µs/div, (b) 0.1 µs/div. Furthermore (b) shows 20 ns delay of the Tek probe.

Fig. 14. Current step response where the sensors are respectively: Ch. 1
Shunt LEM 25/10, Ch. 4 proposed DC planar-CT current sensor. Vertical
scale 20 A/div, time scale: 50 µs/div.

Fig. 15. dv/dt immunity test. Ch. 2 proposed DC planar-CT current sensor,
Ch. 3 Tektronix A6312, Ch. 4 voltage step (16 kV/µs). Time scale: 20 ns/div;
voltage scale: 20 V/div; current scale 0.5 A/div.

V. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

increasing the air-gap length reduces the inductance value according
to (10) and (11), whereas the current iS , for which saturation
occurs, increases. ϕS and BS indicate saturation flux and induction,
respectively. Fig. 14 shows a 0.2 ms current step of 50 A in amplitude;
the sensor is able to measure such current steps. By means of similar
tests, an excellent linear behavior has been registered up to 40 A DC.

A. Current Step Response
A rectangular shaped current waveform contains more harmonic
components than other waveforms, for instance a triangular one, and
is therefore a very effective test for a current sensor. The current
step response of the proposed DC-planar CT was compared with
three other wide-bandwidth devices: a Tektronix A6312 probe (100
MHz), a Shunt LEM 25/10 (10 MHz) and a HOKA Probe (50 MHz)
[5]. The measurement results are shown in Figs. 12-14, and the
performance of the proposed sensor compares equally well to the
other more expensive and well established current transducers. The
high upper bandwidth limit of the CT, measured 30 MHz according
to the procedure presented in [23], allows faithful reproduction of the
rising and falling edges of the current step (cf. Figs. 12-13) while the
Hall-element detects the stationary edges of the signal.
B. Core Saturation
A closed loop implementation of the sensor ensures that the
magnetic core saturates at higher rating of primary current than an
open loop architecture. For a closed loop sensor, the magnetic field
in the core is compensated by the feedback action of the DC to low
frequency sensor whose output signal is injected in the secondary
winding to oppose the primary MMF (cf. Fig. 1b). If the primary
current i1 is stationary (DC), there is no flux rate, hence the CT is
inhibited and does not provide any output signal.
An issue for the proposed sensor is the saturation of the magnetic
core, since no compensation loop is implemented. However, the quite
large air-gap, necessitated by the physical dimensions of the Hall
element, reduces the effects of the non linear magnetic characteristic
of the core and stabilizes the value of the inductance Lm1 . This latter
becomes less dependent from the core parameters, (11), and decreases
in value, because the equivalent permeability of the gapped system
is smaller than the core permeability.
Since the volt-seconds necessary to saturate a magnetic circuit
(starting from B = 0) are
ϕS = N 1 B S S
= Lm1 iS ,

(43)

C. dv/dt Immunity Test
Whenever there is a high dv/dt, the interwinding capacitance of
the CT couples the primary and secondary windings and transfers to
the secondary the disturbance in form of CM current. In particular,
if the setup is such that the current sensor is placed near a power
MOSFET, the device is then stressed with severe dv/dt, where v
is namely the drain to source voltage. One measurement result of
dv/dt immunity is shown in Fig. 15. The measurement setup adopted
to produce the voltage step was similar to the one used to generate
the current step. However, a faster switch (FET) was inserted in the
measurement circuit that presented a very large load resistor (3 kΩ),
hence the current flowing was nearly zero. In this way, the current
measured by the sensors under test was due just to the parasitic
capacitances that couple the transients dv/dt into the output of the
sensor. The distortion registered in output of the proposed sensor
for 16 kV/µs voltage rate is comparable to the performance of a
Tektronix A6312 used as reference device (cf Fig. 15).
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper has presented a novel isolated current sensor made
out of the combination of a Hall-effect element, positioned in the
air gap of the magnetic structure, and a planar current transformer
with a multilayer PCB winding. The Hall captor is sensitive to the
DC to low frequency components of the measured current, whereas
the higher frequencies, to which the Hall sensor is insensitive, are
detected magnetically by the CT. The matching between the Hall
element and the CT is performed without electronic stage.
The functioning has been explained analytically by means of a
permeance model of the transformer. This model allows access to the
flux, flux rate and MMF besides the electrical quantities. Furthermore
it allows time and frequency simulations on electrical network
simulators of electro-magnetic networks; it allows implementation of

frequency dependent components, complex permeability and direct
core losses extraction.
Simulations and FEM results have been presented for verification.
It has been shown that the appropriate dimensioning of the magnetic
system, and especially the accurate selection of the corner frequency
f of the CT transfer function is important to grant the correct
functioning of the sensor.
The choice of the planar magnetic structure led to the following
advantages, while still retaining all the features of a former toroidal
prototype [23]: higher frequency bandwidth, low profile, better manufacturability and compatibility with integration processes.
Furthermore, a planar prototype has been shown and the following
features have been verified experimentally: frequency bandwidth from
DC up to 30 MHz, high current rating (40 A DC), superior linearity,
high immunity against dv/dt transients.
All these performances, in particular accuracy and low realization
cost, comply with the requirements necessary for the application of
the sensor within the latest generation of converters and drives.
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